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SCHOOL LIFE
Children fight child aggression by Sport
Unfortunately, in modern world child aggression is very common. For this reason at our
school "Aleko Konstantinov" the project "Success", organized a section, which will try
through sports games to focus children energy in the right direction.
We will work for the development of qualities: discipline, self-control, hygiene habits, health .
Students will improve their vitality , motor skills and habits, and especially to work for
strengthening health and psyche.
The purpose of the section is the children by their favourite sport games to build moral
qualities, self-improvement and personal expression.
Sport games will help to motivate more students to engage systematically with
exercises and sport.
In section wished to include 12 children eager to start work.
Lyudmila Parapanova - a teacher of physical education and sport

We are in Europe
Eight of the most famous Italian musicians
Bulgarian love to Italy and Italian music dates back many years. The unforgettable hits from
the Apennines have settled permanently both in native radio programmes and collections of
thousands of music fans in the country. With greeting to all who love music from Italy, here
are 8 of the most famous Italian singers and musicians.
1. Adriano Celentano
In 1957 Adriano won a contestant in Milan with his song "Ciao ti diro "and in 1961 his
"24000 baci" is second in San Remo. A year later he creates "Clan Celentano" –a company
for production of records and films. In 1970 he won the first Prix San Remo with song "Chi
non lavora non fa l'amore ", which he performs together with his wife Claudia Mori. He
starred in many movies, in part of which he is a producer, screenwriter or an author of music.
2. Al Bano
As young man he was inspired by Domenico Modunyo, an Italian pop singer. The real name
of Al Bano, is Albano Carrisi, who moved from his home town town San Cellini Marco to
Milan to enter his career in popular music. Al Bano received the opportunity to travel around
Italy together with “Clan Chelentano”on tour. In 1967 he released his first album "Nel Sole".
Al Bano met a singer -Romina Power and soon they began singing together. They made their
debut in 1975with the album "Atto I and Dialogo".
With multiple participants in the world famous festival in San Remo Al Bano was named the
best-selling Italian artist from the 80s until now.
3. Toto Kutunyo
Calvatore "Toto" Kutunyo is an Italian singer,composer and musician.

His musical career began in 1970 when he worked with composers,including Adriano
Celentano, Dalida, Mireille Mathieu, Johnny Hollyday and Joe Dassin. It has been
member of the group "Albatros", which is involved two times of the San Remo Festival. In
1978 started first successful solo career. Two years later he won first prize at the festival in
San Remo with the song "Solo Noi". In 1983 he released the album "L'Italiano" with the hit
song "L'Italiano"which became his biggest international hit.
With the song "Insieme: 1992"he won Eurovision Song Contest.
4. Eros Ramazzotti
Eros Luciano Valter Ramazzotti is an Italian singer and composer.
With his 11 studio albums, two live albums, two compilations and over 40 million sold
albums, Eros Ramazzotti is one of the most productive Italian singers and composers for
all times. In the discography Eros has his duets with big names such as Cher,
Tina Turner, Andrea Bocelli and Anastacia.
5. Andrea Bocelli
Andrea Bocelli is an Italian opera singer. At the age of 12 year he lost his sight. He sang in
the opera "La Boheme","Tosca" and "Il Trovatore".He made duet with Sarah Brightman,
Celine Dion, Katharine McPhee (from"American Idol"), Jennifer Lopez, Christina
Aguilera, Laura Pausini and others.
6. Ricchi e Poveri
For the first time appeared to the public in 1968
A discoverer of young talents heard them and said, "You
are rich in talent, but you do not have a damn. So he gave the nickname of the group, whose
name is translated as"Rich and poor ". The quartet was spotted in contest talent in Genoa in
1968 and quickly became popular in Italy in the early 70s of the last century. Only a month
after issuance of the album "E penso a te" (1981) the group is already trio and is at the
forefront of Italian and European charts.
7. Luciano Pavarotti
Luciano Pavarotti is an Italian opera singer that achieves enormous fame. He became one of
the most successful tenors of all time.. He is one of the three tenors who are well known for
their concerts in front of a large audience and media appearances.
One of the merits of Pavarotti's his well-known activities - for children; refugees, victims of
war; Shares of Red Cross and etc. The last appearance of Luciano Pavarotti on the scene is on
2006 Winter Olympics Games in Turin where for the last time, the audience heard his voice
in "Nessun dorma! "On September 6, 2007, he died at his home at the age of 71.
8. Zucchero
Adelmo Fornachari, more famous with his nickname- Zucchero- is a pop singer. His music is
influenced by many styles-blues, gospel, soul, and rock.
He was born in the small
Italian town Ronkochezi in Emilia Romagna. His nickname-Zucchero (sugar) is given when
he was a child by his teacher in elementary school who called him "marmellata e zucchero"
("jam and sugar "). Songs like "Senza una Donna (Without aWoman) "," Il Volo "," Baila
(Sexy Thing) "," Occhi "are a small part of the hits of Zucchero, which brought him world
fame.
Angelina Veleva - English teacher

IN THE WORLD OF PROFESSIONS
Archaeologist
Probably many of you young readers want to know the past of our planet and
ask how it looked like a thousand years ago, what plants and animals lived there, how
people lived. To learn interesting facts of past eras, archaeologists help us.
The archaeologist leading researcher,is necessary to know the characteristics of
people's lives in the past, and their culture. They use remains, architectural artifacts found at
excavations. Archaeologist examines artefacts.During the excavation they try to find which of
ancient civilization they belong to and to which
historical period is concerned for.
To become an archaeologist, you have to get higher education in the field of archeology.
You can work in different scientific colleges, organizations and museums.
Zdravka Petrova - pedagogical advisor

My favourite book
My favourite book is ,,The Adventures of Pinocchio. " Its author is Carlo Collodi. I like this
book because it is funny and ridiculous. My favourite part of it is when: Pinocchio is hungry
and looking for an egg to make an omellet but in the most important moment the omellet flew
through the window. I recommend this book because it is so interesting. Nowhere else you
can meet such or similar story where wooden man can talk.
Gergana Genova 5g class

INTERVIEW WITH GALE ZOE GARNETT-ESPECIALLY FOR
BULGARIAN READERS
On the occasion of the forthcoming meeting with Gale Garnett -author of the novel,” Fierce
Adoration" we made an interview with her:
Question: Why did you write this book?
Answer: I wrote “Fierce Adoration” because I constantly see abnormally greedy behaviour
when a rich person dies. Even if he is not rich enough and has very few belongings.
Especially from relatives and even people who are not always "bad". Also kind people who
are good to a person but are capable of terrible harm to each other.
Question: Why did you write things like that and in the way you write them?
Answer: I write what I write because some character or characters arrive and refuse to leave.
Once they stay, I write about them and this continues until terminate its presence. Others
appeared by professional consultation in the process of work. At the beginning I do not even
notice them. They change direction but I let them run on the new track,even later I have to
remove them. Petra appeared in that way.
Question: Are you influenced of some other arts. If is yes, which and
how?
Answer: I am a working actress since I was a child. I write books, I can not escape of acting
habits. I'm not a dancer, but when I describe a character which dance, I dance in my room

(terribly bad) his or her dance. In short, if a dancer reads my book, can not say, "This it is not
so. "Painting and sculpture also affect me, although I have no talent for any of them.
Question: Tell us something about yourself.What else do you do when you do not write?
Answer: Playing as an actress, travelling, learning languages. Cook. Laugh at funny things..
Going to the cinema, to the theater, to gallery,museums and cafes-everywhere. Listen to world
music. Visit my friends, play sport. Adore to be in my little studio in Vizbi. But whatever else
I do, I always write.

